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Thule OutWay Hanging 2 
994
Premium trunk mount bike carrier provides robust attachment 
and fits wide range of vehicles including those with a spoiler. 

1. Maximum vehicle fits including those with spoiler, with 
adjustable design to fit sedans, station wagons, CUVs  
and SUVs

2. Maximum fastening security to your vehicle with   
steel cables

3. Solid rack to vehicle connection with Thule AcuTight  
torque limiting tightening system that click when   
optimal torque is reached 

4. Firm carrier hold and vehicle protection with twin   
hook attachment and rubber protection pads

5. Accommodates variety of bike frames/geometries including 
smaller kids bikes thanks to adjustable bike arms 

6. Bike protection and security with soft cradles that   
absorb road shock and vibrations

7. Vehicle and bike protection with integrated anti-sway system 
that prevents bike-to-bike and bike-to-vehicle contact

8. Bike arms fold down when not in use, and rack folds flat   
for easy transport and convenient storage

9. Locks the bikes to the bike rack and the bike rack    
to the car (locks included)

10. Possible to open vehicle trunk without any mounted bikes

11. This product does not have universal fit. Please use the Thule 
Buyer's Guide for information related to specific car models

THULE OUTWAY HANGING 2 

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER
994001 091021847835 994

MAX NUMBER OF BIKES MAX WEIGHT PER BIKE
2 15 kg

MAX LOAD PRODUCT WEIGHT
30 kg 8,3 kg

FITS FRAME DIMENSIONS FITS WHEEL SIZES UP TO
All All

CARTON DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) CARTON WEIGHT
80 x 60 x 23 cm 10,3 kg

PALLET DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) PALLET WEIGHT
120 x 80 x 13 cm 112,4 kg

PCS PER PALLET
10

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES / OPTIONS
•Thule Bike Frame Adapter 981
Telescoping adapter for easiest possible fitting of bikes with non-
standard frames (e.g. ladies’ bikes, BMXs, downhill bikes).

•Thule Light Board 976
Substitutes the most important rear lights on your car  
(7-pin connector).

•Thule Wall Hanger 9771
For functional storage of bikes and bike carriers. Loads up to 40 kg.

•Thule “One-Key-System”
Very practical if several lockable Thule products are used (e.g. box, 
roof rack, ski carrier etc.). All locking-barrels will be replaced so only 
one key will fit all products. (544 = 4 cylinders + 2 keys, 596 = 6 cylin-
ders + 2 keys, 588 = 8 cylinders + 3 keys, 452 = 12 cylinders + 4 keys).
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Thule OutWay Hanging 3 
995
Premium trunk mount bike carrier provides robust attachment 
and fits wide range of vehicles including those with a spoiler.

1. Maximum vehicle fits including those with spoiler, with 
adjustable design to fit sedans, station wagons, CUVs  
and SUVs

2. Maximum fastening security to your vehicle with steel cables

3. Solid rack to vehicle connection with Thule AcuTight torque 
limiting tightening system that click when optimal torque   
is reached 

4. Firm carrier hold and vehicle protection with twin hook 
attachment and rubber protection pads.

5. Accommodates variety of bike frames/geometries including 
smaller kids bikes thanks to adjustable bike arms 

6. Bike protection and security with soft cradles that absorb  
road shock and vibrations

7. Vehicle and bike protection with integrated anti-sway system 
that prevents bike-to-bike and bike-to-vehicle contact

8. Bike arms fold down when not in use, and rack folds flat   
for easy transport and convenient storage.

9. Locks the bikes to the bike rack and the bike rack to the   
car (locks included)

10. Possible to open vehicle trunk without any mounted bikes

11. This product does not have universal fit. Please use the Thule 
Buyer's Guide for information related to specific car models.

THULE OUTWAY HANGING 3 

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER
995001  091021224308 995

MAX NUMBER OF BIKES MAX WEIGHT PER BIKE
3 15 kg

MAX LOAD PRODUCT WEIGHT
45 kg 8,9 kg

FITS FRAME DIMENSIONS FITS WHEEL SIZES UP TO
All All

CARTON DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) CARTON WEIGHT
80 x 60 x 23 cm 11 kg

PALLET DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) PALLET WEIGHT
120 x 80 x 132 cm 118.7 kg

PCS PER PALLET
10

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES / OPTIONS
•Thule Bike Frame Adapter 981
Telescoping adapter for easiest possible fitting of bikes with non-
standard frames (e.g. ladies’ bikes, BMXs, downhill bikes).

•Thule Light Board 976
Substitutes the most important rear lights on your car  
(7-pin connector).

•Thule Wall Hanger 9771
For functional storage of bikes and bike carriers. Loads up to 40 kg.

•Thule “One-Key-System”
Very practical if several lockable Thule products are used (e.g. box, 
roof rack, ski carrier etc.). All locking-barrels will be replaced so only 
one key will fit all products. (544 = 4 cylinders + 2 keys, 596 = 6 cylin-
ders + 2 keys, 588 = 8 cylinders + 3 keys, 452 = 12 cylinders + 4 keys).
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